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This fifth volume collects the epic-length "Blood Wings," in which Usagi battles a fearsome clan of

ninja bats, while "Lone Goat and Kid" offers a cunning and affectionate parody of the famous "Lone

Wolf and Cub" manga while doubling as one of Usagi's most dramatic and heartfelt adventures.

"Frost and Fire" and "The Way of the Samurai" provide the psychological drama of this volume,

which is rounded out by one of the most unique Usagi tales ever, "A Kite Story," which doubles as a

fascinating look at the daily life and work of a 17th century Japanese kite maker, dramatically

showcasing the thoroughness of Sakai's research and his skills as a storyteller.
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Stan Sakai creates amazing stories. Characters with depth, plotlines with detail, twists and

continuity. I found Usagi towards the beginning of the Dark Horse era. This collection had stories I

had not read. I was thrilled to get it.

Good story, better than most modern comics these days. Highly recommended for those who enjoy

japanese history and folklore mixed with cartoonish style art



This was a Christmas gift for our 13 year old grandson who was elated upon receiving it. He is an

avid reader and he was glad to have it in his collection of comic books.

You can never go wrong with a Usagi book . Not all are equally good stories but always thought

provoking The service was very quick and the condition was as advertised. I'll deal with them again

Great

Stan Sakai's comic series "Usagi Yojimbo" follows the adventures of a rabbit ronin (masterless

samurai) in feudal Japan. Miyamoto Usagi drifts from town to town, and at every stop he seems to

run into an intriguing character, get in an exciting battle, or confront a vexing problem. And he meets

them all with instinctive compassion and, when the need arises, unparalleled skill with the

sword.Fantagraphics has continued its re-releases of the early volumes of Usagi, which had been

unavailable for some time. This fifth volume, "Lone Goat and Kid," is a mixed bag. At this point, the

"Usagi" series is on the cusp of maturity, and like any adolescent, it stumbles somewhat but is

clearly growing.The volume begins with "Frost & Fire" and "A Kite Story," which are passable but

predictable filler episodes. The two-part "Blood Wings" is longer, yet feels underdeveloped and,

again, a bit obvious. Luckily, this book ends strong with "The Way of the Samurai" and the title story,

"Lone Goat and Kid," which show the series' character development and action at their best. (In

fact, "The Way of the Samurai" is one of my personal favorite Usagi stories).The most interesting

thing in volume five, from the perspective of the series as a whole, is the changes in Sakai's

artwork. The backgrounds and settings continue to be sumptuous, as they always have been, but

now the characters are growing into them. His figures can still be a bit square-jawed, but Usagi in

particular shows more subtlety of expression than in the past.This volume will of course be

necessary for Usagi completists, and the quality of the book itself (paper and printing) remains very

high. Casual fans may find they can take or leave this collection, although those who do pick it up

will discover at least a couple of gems.~

Much like with Volume 16 after the Grassgutter arc the characters and the readers need to be able

to slow down and breath. That's what this volume does. But it does it well because it slowly starts

ramping up to the next high point in the series Grasscutter.You get an interesting story with the

Komori ninja, a faction that will come up down the road. As well as a nice relaxing story about Kite



making. Not every volume needs to be turned up to 11 with action, especially one right after the high

point that was volume 4.This book is just goes to show how well Stan is at pacing this series as a

whole.

Early collection of original Fantagraphics material of the samurai ronin rabbit. The hardcover

signed/numbered editions can go for a fortune. They are low numbered and not many shops picked

them up when they first came out. Stan Sakai is a genius! The samurai rabbit is now 30+ years old,

see why he has continued to be so popular! Is it as artsy as Maus or Watchmen, no, but a solid

story with attention to detail and historical accuracy when possible. Highly recommended!
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